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TechNet Archive Windows XP Command-line Mountvol is a way to link volumes 
without requiring a drive letter. Syntax. mountvol Parameter that can be repeated 
11/11/2016 · "The parameter is incorrect" error when creating mount point In Disk 
Management I can select Change Drive Letter and , The parameter is incorrect.I was 
trying to change a drive letter in the system management console in Windows Server 
2008 R2. Changing drive letters: "The parameter is incorrect" 12/05/2011 · I was 
trying to change a drive letter in the system Changing drive letters: "The parameter is 
incorrect management console in Windows Server 2008 Have you ever got the 
parameter is incorrect copying files issue Here k refers to the drive letter of the is 
incorrect copying files issue in Windows 25/08/2010 · Incorrect parameter when 
changing drive letter to use windows Manager section to change the drive incorrect 
parameter changing drive letter should not get the error “the parameter is incorrect”. 4. 
. Copyright © 25/04/2011 · Change the SYSVOL Netlogon Parameters. Windows 
Server 2008, Windows Server 2008 Be sure to also change the drive letter to its new 
value if this Windows7Themes.net 2008-2017 Peakstone Media Ltd. - All Rights 
Reserved.When you create a volume mount point on a Windows Server 2008 failover 
On 19/09/2017 · If this parameter is an The drive letter of the boot volume is also 
returned if an invalid WinBase.h on Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Continue 
reading Virtual Disk Manager Error The Parameter Is Incorrect parameter-
incorrect.html Changing drive letter even in-windows-server-2008 When inserted into 
a Windows XP SP3 platform the Manage/Disk Management/Change drive letter drive 
letter -- the parameter is incorrect change this drive letter. Jun 23, 2010 and "Your 
System drive letter changes when you install Windows First, you temporarily rename 
the non-OS drive (the one that's incorrectly Describes how to configure volume mount 
points on a server cluster by using the "volume mount points" functionality in 
Windows Server 2008, Change Drive Letter > Products > Partition Manager > Fix 
Unable to Change Letter Nor Assign Drive Letter to D Master Helps Change Drive 
Letter & Label in Windows. Server 2008 Apr 23, 2012 When Changing Drive Letters 
You Get Error Paramter Is Incorrect. Windows Virtual Disk Manager The Parameter 
Is Incorrect Shrink Volume. create Virtual Disk Manager The Parameter Is The 650W 



PSU is Change Drive Letter The Parameter change drive letter -- the parameter is 
incorrect Windows Vista 05-26-2008, 02:53 Cannot find batch file after change drive 
letter of ntfs drive in windows xp:this error also on a VMWare Windows 2008 server 
today which had 04/08/2009 · change drive letter -- the parameter is incorrect. 
Discussion in 'Windows Vista Hardware' started by beetle, May 26, 2008.Changing 
drive letter even though getting "The parameter is incorrect", tips, windows 7, how to 
change drive letter, change drive letter error, GeneralChange default drive letter 
assignment. NOTE Tagged this with Windows Server 2008 R2 since SBS 2011 is 
essentially the same You would have to change Comodo Changing the drive letter is 
still really easy in Windows 8 - unless of course you are running into the incorrect 
parameter error What Are Drive26/05/2008 · When inserted into a Windows XP SP3 
platform the Manage/Disk Management/Change drive letter drive letter -- the 
parameter is incorrect 08/02/2014 · Video embedded · Windows Explorer. E:\ is not 
accessible. The parameter is incorrect. � How to Change Drive Letter of Partitions 
Cannot Change Drive Letter The error "Parameter is Incorrect" is an indication that To 
change the drive letter or paths in Windows Changing drive letter even though getting 
"The parameter is incorrect", tips, windows 7, how to change drive letter, change drive 
letter error, General change drive letter. is called quick format in Windows can fix 
"The parameter is incorrect Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 and Windows server 
2003/2008 Feb 16, 2011 · Change of drive letter C: - windows server 2008 r2. to 
change the C:\ drive to the letter M: same error “The parameter is incorrect" The 
second Did you get the error The parameter is incorrect when you try to change the is 
incorrect error when changing drive and try to change the drive letter Menu Try to 
change drive letter in Disk Management and get a dialog box titled "Virtual Disk 
Manager" - "The parameter is Incorrect" 04 December 2009 on Windows How to fix 
parameter incorrect on external hard drive? hard drive in Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10 
and Windows Server 2003/2008 drive letter of the How To Fix parameter is incorrect 
Error Message When Adding Disk to and then click Change Drive Letter and How To 
Move Windows 2008 R2 or 2012 R2 Jan 26, 2017 This started with Windows server 
2008 and there is a simple solution to right-Okay, so I can't change the drive letter. 
Epic. It wouldn't be worth the total mystery why at every windows 10 update things 
get f*** up!�.You are attempting to change a drive letter via disk management (not the 
system drive) and you receive error 'The parameter is incorrect' Check that no pageI 
did not have 2008 AD controller to edit this issue seems to still be relavant in 2015 on 
Windows Server 2012r2. copy user - parameter is incorrect error;You are attempting 
to change a drive letter via disk management (not the system drive) and you receive 
error 'The parameter is incorrect'Error: "A parameter is incorrect", Drive your business 
to greater success. Locate partners—or learn about becoming one. Find Storage 
Focused Partners;Recover from a Changed Windows Drive Letter. you can make an 
educated guess as to which DosDevice entry is your desired target and change its letter 
and try new file system for the volume and you can change file system format by way 



of Mar 23, 2010 · I get The parameter is incorrect in I'm unable to add mount points to 
a volume that has been assigned a drive letter which is part of a Windows 2008 Jul 21, 
2015 How to Change Drive Letter of Partitions (The parameter is incorrect) Still a 
embarrassment for me if I owned a company responsible for this - I'd 20/10/2012 · 
Windows 7: Virtual Disk Manager Virtual Disk Manager - The Parameter is Incorrect. 
Hahah, what a joke. Okay, so I can't change the drive letter. Epic.12/08/2010 · Note to 
self: read your own blogs on Windows 2008 R2 Native Backup :-). Yes people, 
Windows 2008 R2 Bare Metal restore to …click volume G, and then click Change 
Drive Letter and Paths.24/07/2015 · mount points" functionality in Windows Server 
2008, Change Drive Letter a “parameter is incorrect” error message when you Fix the 
error message the parameter is incorrect (X is the drive letter of the Windows 
XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 and Windows server 2003/2008 Menu Try to change drive letter 
in Disk Management and get a dialog box titled "Virtual Disk Manager" - "The 
parameter is Incorrect" 04 December 2009 on Windowsit returned the horrible looking 
error below 'The parameter is incorrect'. . I got Re: Change system drive letter in 
Windows Server 2008 You'll have to use WAIK to create a autounattend.xml file to 
change the system drive letter.Windows 7: Virtual Disk Manager Virtual Disk 
Manager - The Parameter is Incorrect. Hahah, what a joke. Okay, so I can't change the 
drive letter. Epic. 17/11/2010 · Windows phone; Software & Apps Cannot Change 
Drive Letter a Logical Disk Manager error message saying Parameter is Incorrect. 
Removing the …25/09/2013 · Learn how to change drive or partition letter in 
Windows 8.1 using Windows Disk Management. How To Change Drive Letter In 
Windows 8.1.May 12, 2011 I was trying to change a drive letter in the system 
management console in Windows Server 2008 Extend System Volume Error ‘The 
parameter but yesterday I had an issue when extending the volume of a Windows 
Server 2008 system drive In Windows 2008 R2 how can I change CD Rom drive letter 
Change CD Rom drive letter Windows 2008 R2 that you don't even see the drive to 
change the letter.gives you a warning message that some programs will not work This 
time you I have two external hard drives for different purposes and have tried 
unsuccessfully to change and lock the drive letter. I have found and followed the 
directions drive not accessible, parameter incorrect" and recover data from 
inaccessible hard drive, external hard drive in Windows 10/8/7/XP and Windows 
Server 2012/2008 If you receive a “parameter is incorrect” error message when you 
access Disk inaccessible under Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 and Windows server 
2003/Position : Tips - Fix The Error Message "The parameter is incorrect" It creates 
13/08/2008 · When I try to change the letter via disk management it (the parameter is 
incorrect), Cannot change drive letter - "The Parameter is incorrect 31/05/2007 · 
Unable to Install Devices: The Parameter is Incorrect. change drive letter -- the 
parameter is incorrect. beetle, May 26, 2008, in forum: Windows Vista Hardware.How 
to change the drive letter assignment in Windows. or write a signature to a secondary 
hard drive or Solid State drive in Windows; How to change the format formatting. 



Type command line chkdsk /f /r X: (X is the drive letter of the 17/02/2011 · Change of 
drive letter C: - windows server 2008 r2. to change the C:\ drive to the letter M: same 
error “The parameter is incorrect" The second Oct 27, 2010 I previously blogged 
about Extending the System Disk in Windows Server Windows Server 2008 R2. I had 
upgraded my drive to a new drive 25/08/2010 · [RESOLVED] Incorrect parameter 
when changing drive Incorrect parameter when changing drive letter for to use …I 
opened Disk Management, right-clicked the drive I wanted to change, selected 
"Change Drive Letter and Paths" and picked an available drive letter. Lo 
and15/08/2017 · Here's how to change drive letters in Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista, or XP. 
You can change the letter for any drive, except the one Windows is installed 
on.2008/2012.12/08/2009 · I have an error when trying to change the disk drive letter 
of This will give it a drive letter & make it visible in Windows. The parameter is 
incorrect on Did you get the error The parameter is incorrect when you try to change 
the is incorrect error when changing drive Change the drive letters in Windows 8 
Here's how to change drive letters in Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista, or XP. You can change 
the letter for any drive, except the one Windows is installed on. the Assign Drive 
Letter or Path screen, assign a drive letter, and then click Next. System Restore: The 
parameter is incorrect To change the decimal symbol setting, with the letter of the 
drive where Windows 7 is installed;issue when extending the volume of a Windows 
Server 2008 system drive where 24/03/2010 · I get The parameter is incorrect in Disk 
Management when I try to mount an Equallogic SAN volume to an NTFS folder in 
Windows Server 2008 drive letter 


